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Preface

The present work is a compilation of occult knowledge acquired from diverse sources of the Ilmu
Al-Hikmah, or the Islamic occult tradition here in Indonesia. The majority of these teachings
represent the legacy left to us by the spiritual Islamic adepts of the Middle East. Elements of
Indonesian Shamanism and Kejawen may also be found in the occult knowledge presented in this
ebook and others of these series. The latter tradition is one of the other major occult streams to be
found in the island of Java.

Most of the occult teachings of the exercises, rituals, rites, spells, etc., to be found in these series of
ebooks have been gathered from the numerous metaphysical Islamic lodges here in Indonesia. Not
all of these are spiritually oriented, some are decidedly "black" in nature. We trust that the readers
of these ebooks are spiritually mature and will not use or apply these teachings for any negative



purposes. We present them basically for educational purposes and as literary curios. We hold no
responsibility for their misuse or abuse.

This paper is especially directed to the seasoned-practitioner of magick, as the various keys to
making them work will not be explained herein. The keys may be discovered through personal
search, study, contemplation and experimentation. It is said that by simply possessing the keys any
system of magick may be successfully applied. The compiler believes that the practitioner of these
teachings would have a good percentage of success in their application with the appropriate
knowledge at hand.

The occult practitioner with years of experience to his credit will find this and other compilations of
this series to be extremely valuable. The fact that the prayers and mantras are in Arabic should not
deter the magician from practicing them. Sincerity and seriousness in the work would open up
doors of literal and spiritual understanding. One does not have to be a Muslim to work Islamic
magick--it is initially sufficient to live the spiritual precepts and truths as to be found in all
religions. We can devote ourselves to the Deity using any language as media--fundamentalism and
fanaticism should not be part of any occult student's attempt to reach out to the Divine Omneity.
Understanding Arabic and the meaning of the prayers, though, would be beneficial. The reader
ought to keep in mind that the pure concentrated intent of the magician is a powerful factor in
making these rites work.

TOP

General Instructions

Perform all occult exercises and disciplines in a clean, quiet room or in a retreat especially
consecrated for occult/metaphysical work. There should be enough ventilation in the room. All
work should be done on the floor or ground, on a suitable carpet chosen for the purpose.

Practice deep breathing for 7-7-7 counts--inhale 7 counts, hold for 7 counts, and then exhale for
another 7 counts. While holding the breath imagine energy accumulating in the psychic center
below the navel. The exact location is about three-finger breadth beneath the navel. Generally, the
occult exercises and rites should be preceded by this breathing practice. One of the keys to occult
development and a successful performance of a rite is the amount of psychic energy we accumulate
and channel. Breathing exercises are just one of the many systems of psychic energy accumulation.

Before performing any occult rite, a spiritual cleansing or holy wash is necessary to rid oneself of
psychic toxins and dross matter. There are many occult rites designed for this purpose, but the
simplest technique is just to visualize a flood of brilliant white light pouring over you while you
shower. Imagine all of the psychic dirt from your physical and etheric body as being washed down
the drain. Recite a simple personal prayer while showering. In the Name of the Almighty, and your
true Self, request the angelic intelligences to transform yourself to an immaculate state.

Fasting is generally required during, and several days prior to the conducting of the exercises or
rites. Fast from dawn to dusk, consuming no meat and eating nothing with any taste--for instance,



just plain rice or bread. This fasting method is called "mutih" by Javanese occultists. You may
break your fast at dusk and may eat several meals outside of the designated fasting period. This
fasting is quite strenuous but essential to conditioning the physical-etheric body towards interaction
with higher forces and as a fit receptacle for the generated or invoked forces to dwell.

Believe and have faith in the efficacy of the occult work and exercises, for the right mental and
spiritual attitude open psychic portals to the infinite realms. Have faith in your Creator most of all.
Conduct prayers often and have a strong focus upon the exercises and rites. Do not be distracted by
frivolous matters. The spiritual life aids in attunements with cosmic forces. Physical and etheric
purity only gives one access to the astral/etheric realms. Mental and emotional purity transforms us
into a vessel of light fit to receive the Holy Spirit. Obey the precepts of the Spirit and the Cosmic
laws as these will pave the way for the quantum leap to the next level of evolution.

Meditate often so as to acquire the skill needed to slip into an altered state of consciousness. In the
name of your true Self, request the angelic forces through decrees, prayers and invocations, to
open-up the spiritual centers in your etheric body.

TOP

Talisman of Master Syech Subakir

The talisman below was designed by the eminent master, Syech Subakir from the land of Turkey.
Its purpose is to heal those who are possessed by negative entities. The talisman may either be
inscribed upon a large lump of palm sugar or a virgin piece of parchment/cloth. The operator
should undergo an ablution before doing the inscription. The inscribing upon the lump of palm
sugar is to be done with a needle. When this is done it is given to the one possessed to consume. If
the talisman is to be inscribed upon a piece of parchment/cloth, za'faron (saffaron) ink and a quill
should be used for this purpose. When the inscription is completed, fold the cloth or parchment and
let the possessed one carry it in his/her pocket. Alternatively, a pendant may be made out of it.



TOP

Ilmu Khodam Ghoib--Psychic Contact with a Power Object Familiar

Below is a method for acquiring the power of communication with a familiar/spirit/genie associated
with a power object.

First of all fast for seven consecutive days from dawn to dusk, neither eating nor drinking. Begin
the fast on a Friday. On the last day of the fast extend the fasting period until dawn the next (8th)
day. Also, do not sleep until the morning of the 8th day. During the fasting days, do not skip the 5
obligatory prayers (muslim). Non-muslims should spend their fasting days in personal prayer to the
Almighty. In the 7-day period do not touch the opposite sex or have them touch you--unless it is
your own parent. Every day and hour during the fasting days, with full focus, chant continuously
for an indefinite amount of times the prayer-verse below--the more the better :

"Bismillahirrohmannirohim. Assalaamu 'alaikum. Bismillahi Subhanallahi. Alhamdulillahi.
Laa haula walaa quuwata illa billahi. Innahu min Sulaimaan wa innahu Bismillahir rahman
nirrahim. Alla ta'luu 'alaiya wa a'tuunii muslimiin. Yaa Allahu arinii . . . [state here mentally
your desire--for this 7-day period simply state the following : ] . . . I desire the ability to
communicate with spirits."

After the 7-day empowerment rite, whenever you need to contact and communicate with the spirit
of a power-object, while holding the object, chant the verse 1x while inserting your desire mentally



at the appropriate place. For instance,

" . . . I desire to contact with the spirit of this object."

If the 7-day empowerment-rite had been done correctly, you will instantly be in touch with the
spirit of the power-object through telepathic or other psychic means.

TOP

A Method for Conjuring a Virtuous Genie

The following is a method for conjuring a virtuous genie. It is a 14-day rite. For 14-consecutive
days, do not eat any meat. Begin the rite on a Friday. At midnight, in a quiet, dark, clean room, do 2
rakaats of sholat sunat prayer (muslim). Non-muslims should simply offer a personal prayer of
thanks and appreciation to the Almighty. After the prayer chant the following for their designated
amount of times :

"Bismillahirrohmannirrohim." 1x

"Khobiirun." 812x

"Khobiirun fakhobirnii maqoman wa yaqdhotan. Bima fiihi ishlaahii wa qoshdii wamaa
hawat. Sa-altuka yaa khollaqu kholqo maqooshidii. Fa-anta Ilaahi khooliqulkholqi ajma'at."
41x

The verses above should also be chanted after every obligatory prayer of the day (muslim) for 14x
(Non-muslims may chant them during the prayer times of the muslims after a personal prayer to the
Almighty) :

"Bismillahirrohmannirrohim."
"Khobiirun.
"Khobiirun fakhobirnii maqoman wa yaqdhotan. Bima fiihi ishlaahii wa qoshdii wamaa hawat.
Sa-altuka yaa khollaqu kholqo maqooshidii. Fa-anta Ilaahi khooliqulkholqi ajma'at." 14x.

By doing the above a virtues jinn or genie will contact you.

 TOP

Aji Tunggeng Balik

The magickal power of Aji Tunggeng Balik protects a defined area such as an orchard, a factory, or
one's home from robbery. Any thief entering into the protected area would steal whatever he
desires, but then as he tries to leave, he would hallucinate as though he were leaving the premises
and entering into his own home--in actuality this occurs in the area of protection and he would
remain in it until released by the creator of the magickal protective area. Before being released the



thief would be in a state of confusion and consider the owner and creator of the magickal site of
protection as an associate. If the thief does manage to escape the magickal site of protection and
escape--he would soon return to give the stolen goods back. This is the power of the Aji Tunggeng
Balik. To build this magickal protective force, do the following :

Fast for 24 hours on the site to be protected. You will have to stay in the center of the protective
area for the 24 hours and chant continuously the following mantra :

"Bismillahirrohmannirrohim. Bismillahi bil lahi rasuulillah, maqtallaahi fa suqyaahaa. Laa
ilaaha illallaah, laa haula wa laa quwwata illaa billaah."

When the 24-hour chanting and fasting has ended, return home taking along with you (if the site is
not your home), something that the site produces--if it is an orchard, take a fruit home with you.

If this magickal operation has been done correctly and with full faith, it is certain that there would
occur strange events should there be a robbery or theft. The intruder may steal whatever he wants
only to hand them in confusion over to the owner or keeper of the site after wandering about
aimlessly in the protected area.

If God so wills it, the objects in the defined area would be well protected from thieves.

 TOP

Aji Tunggeng Mogok

This Aji Tunggeng Mogok spell is similar in purpose to Aji Tunggeng Balik, but instead of
allowing the thief to escape and to return the stolen goods, it causes the thief to be bound to the
protected area as if by an invisible wall. If this is desired, do the following :

Fast for seven consecutive days from dawn to dusk neither eating nor drinking. Begin the fast on a
Tuesday or Thursday. During the 7 fasting days, after the Ashar prayer of the day (around 3:25pm),
chant the following prayer for 221x :

"Kullu nafsin dzaa iqatul mauut, wa innamaa tuwaffauna ujuurakum yaumal qiyaamah, fa
man zuhziha 'anin naari wa udkhilal jannata faqad faaz." 221x

After the seven days, visit the site to be protected and encircle it while hopping on a foot (or
otherwise visualize yourself encircling it while physically standing in the center of the area) and
chanting continuously the prayer above.

If done correctly and in full faith, any intruder wishing to steal something shall be bound to the area
until you release him (see the next spell) from the magickal influence that he comes under.

 TOP



Releasing a Thief from a "Tunggeng"

Intruders under the spell of the Aji Tunggeng Balik and the Aji Tunggeng Mogok would be in a
constant state of confusion until you release them. They would hallucinate themselves as being in
the center of an ocean and moving their arms as though swimming, or have fallen into a quagmire
and moving their feet to release themselves from it, or they may even find themselves surrounded
by a high wall impossible to escape. All that the intruders experience are merely hallucinations and
do not exist in reality--even their worst fears may be made manifest. Intruders will continue to be in
that state of awareness until you remove the spell from them. This is how it is done :

Before the intruder chant the following prayer :

"Wa mal hayaatud dunyaa illaa mataa'ul ghu ruur. La tublawunna fiiamwaalikum wa anfusi
kum." 1x

By chanting the above, the intruder would instantly regain his senses and feel embarrassed of his
negative intention and psychic experience.

 TOP

Talisman for Healing Psychic Attacks

Those suffering from ailments or are under the influence of black magick/psychic attack, may be
healed by using the following talisman as a medium for the Universal Power of the Almighty to
flow. Follow the directions below :

Have at hand a clean, white porcelain plate. Inscribe upon it using a quill the magickal figure below
using an oil-blend consisting of misik and za'faron.

When the inscription is done, pour some water into the plate and let it remain until the magickal
figure vanishes, and then pour this water into a bucket of water. Now chant the following over the
water in the bucket for 21x :



Wa nunazzilu minal qur'aani maa huwa syifa uw wa rahmatul lilmukminiin wa laa yaziiduzh
zhaalimiina illaa khasaaraa." 21x

After the chanting is over, blow upon the water in the bucket 3x. Visualize energy in the form of a
brilliant white light as flowing with your breath and as impregnating the water. Have the patient
drink a glass of this water and shower with the rest. By the Grace of God, the patient would soon
recover. Repeat the rite daily should it be necessary--until the patient has truly returned to normal.
It is best that the water be sufficient for showering twice a day--in the morning and in the evening.

If anyone has some swellings or inflammation in their eyes, the water may be used to heal them.
Just use the water as eye-drops, applied twice a day--in the morning and before retiring to bed.

 TOP

The Lucky Ring

This particular lucky ring is to be made out of silver. Engrave upon it the verse below from the
Koran. Whosoever wears this ring will always be lucky and have assistance even unexpectedly. All
of his endeavors would run smoothly and success would be attained. All these would be the result
of the blessings of the Koranic verse (Al-Bawarah 56,57)--if God so wills, it is so.

 TOP

How to Cast a Love-Spell with Cigarette Smoke

This love spell is accomplished by influencing the subject/target with your puffs of cigarette smoke
or by having the subject smoke one of your cigarettes. If the subject is a smoker, you may let
him/her smoke from a cigarette enchanted beforehand, otherwise, you will have to puff smoke in
the direction of the subject. Do the following :

Have at hand an open packet of cigarettes with the sticks exposed to view. Before enchanting the
cigarettes, say this prayer :



O Lord, with the blessing within this Koranic verse, may the person called . . . [state name of
subject] . . . daughter/son . . . of [state name of mother if the subject is a man, name of father if
a woman] love me."

After the prayer, chant the following Koranic verse 41x over the cigarettes visualizing the subject
as hugging or smiling lovingly at you. After each single chant, blow upon the cigarettes. Visualize
energy in the form of a brilliant white light as flowing with your breath and as impregnating the
cigarettes. You will thus have to blow 41x.

"Asallaahu an yakuffa baksal ladziina kafaruu, wallaahu asyaddu baksauw wa asyaddu
tankiilaa." 41x (An Nisaa' 84)

When the empowerment is accomplished, the cigarettes are ready to be used. If it pleases God, the
subject would find you charming and enchanting and may strongly feel the urge to form a
relationship with you.

 TOP

How to Cast a Love-Spell with an Enchanted Face

This love-spell enchants your face with an attractive power and influences the subject that it is
directed to.

Method :

First be sure to habitually establish a happy, smiling countenance. Before meeting the person that
you wish to attract, chant slowly the mantra below 3x :

"Bismillahirrohmannirrohim. Kullu amrin dzii baaalin min shahbihii wa ahbaabihii minal
khairi, dzikrullaahi, niat ingsun amatek aji-ajiku griya agung sun sebulaken ing pucuk
rambu-te si . . . [state name of subject] luwih branta-ne si . . . [state name of subject] luwih
gersah bingung ati-ne si . . . [state name of subject] muga muga asih ing awak sliraku." 3x

After chanting the above, blow upon the palm of your hands 3x while visualizing power as flowing
with your breath in the form of a brilliant white light and as permeating your hands. See your hands
glow with power. Now rub your face with your hands, while visualizing the power from your hands
as being transferred to your face. See your face as glowing with power. If it pleases God, the
subject would be attracted to you.

 TOP

A Magickal Contraceptive Talisman

Below is a magickal figure that prevents one's wife from having repeated pregnancy. The figure is



to be inscribed on a piece of virgin parchment/paper using a quill and za'faron ink. It is to be folded
and then wrapped carefully. Before constructing the talisman, it is best to undergo an ablution.
Wash yourself with the intention of removing negative energies from your system. Also pray to the
Almighty before the construction of the talisman that your wife does not get pregnant too often.
When the talisman has been constructed, hang it above your bed. By so doing, your intention would
be temporarily granted, if God so wills it. If you desire your spouse to regain the ability to get
pregnant, simply remove the talisman from your bed room. Note: do not misuse this power for
illicit sexual affairs as the karmic consequence is great.

The magickal figure :

TOP

Magickal Cure for Insomnia

To help you fall asleep, as you close your eyes chant the Koranic verse (Al An'aam 13) below 3x :

"Wa lahuu maa sakana fil laili wan nahaar, wa huwas samii'ul 'aliim." 3x

By the Grace of the Almighty, you shall fall asleep easily and have a good night's rest.

TOP

Divine Name for Withstanding Hunger

To withstand hunger or not have the desire to eat, after the morning prayer (Isha), chant the
following for 40x :

"Yaa Shamadu." 40x

If you are not able to chant the above after the morning prayer, you may do so at any other time. Do
this routinely as needed.

TOP



A Longevity Prayer

To increase your life-span chant the following Koranic verse (At Taubah 128) regularly every
morning and evening after your regular prayers :

"La 'qad jaa-akum rasuulum min anfusikum 'aziizun 'alaihi maa 'anittum hariishun 'alaikum bil
mukminiina ra-uufur rahiim."

Note : The blessing of longevity should not be misused for self-aggrandizement or self-centered
purposes.

 TOP

Divination for Determining the Status or Condition of a Missing or Lost Person

Perchance you have lost track of a close relative living somewhere whom you have not heard in
ages and you would like to know his/her condition. Just do the following :

Chant the Al-Fatihah verse below 10x :

"Bismillaahirrohmaanirrohiim.
"Al-hamdulillahi rabbil 'aalamiin, ar-rahmaani ar-rahiim
"Maaliki yaumid diin, Iyyaka na'budu wa iyyaaka nasta 'iin.
"Ihdinash Shiraathal Mustaqiim.
"Shiraathal Ladziina an'amta alaihim.
"Ghairil Maghduubi Alaihim Walaadh Dhaaliin. Amin." 10x

Then continue chanting the Al-Ikhlash verse--also for 10x :

"Bismillaahirrohmaanirrohiim.
"Qul huwallaahu ahad
"Allahush shamad
"Lam yalid wa lam yuulad
"Wa lam yakul lahuu kufuwan ahad" 10x

Then recite 10x the verse below :

"Astaghfirullahaladzim." 10x

Now write the following codes, a word each on a piece of paper. You will then have the words on 7
pieces of paper.

The words to be written :

Mulan
Man
Wan



San
Ran
Bulan
Tan

Roll the pieces of paper into scrolls. Now mix them up and choose one of them--do this with the
inquiry in mind and while visualizing the subject. Check the word chosen with the meaning below :

Mulan--the subject is somewhere suffering.
Man--the subject is deceased.
Wan--the subject is prosperous.
San--the subject is safe and doing well.
Ran--the subject is healthy and well.
Bulan--the subject is under dire circumstances.
Tan--the subject is happy and content in every way.

Note : The above divination is simply for guidance--do not place too much trust in it. Pray to the
Almighty that your relative is taken care of and greatly blessed.

 TOP

Magickal Square for Producing Lots of Milk

To increase the flow of nurturing milk from a mother who has trouble lactating, follow this method
:

Have at hand a clean, white porcelain plate. Inscribe upon the plate with a quill and za'faron oil the
magick square below :

After this has been accomplished pour water into the plate and let the magickal figure dissolve.
Now have the woman who has trouble nursing her child drink the water. By the Grace of God, by
repeated administration of this occult formulae, the woman should secrete milk easily.

 TOP



The Hafizhatan Nabawiyyah Prayer

The Hafizhatan Nabawiyyah prayer below helps one to remove and overcome
difficulties/problems--also to help one to prosper. The prayer should be chanted 7x after every one
of the 5 obligatory prayers of the day :

"Allahuma anta rabbii laa ilaaha illaa anta 'alaika tawakkaltu wa anta rabbul 'arsyil 'azhiim,
maa syaa allaahu kaana wa maa lam yasyak lam yakun, laa haula wa laa quwatta illaa bil
laahil 'aliyyil 'azhiim. A'lamu annallaaha 'alaa kulli syai-in qadiir, wa annallaaha qad ahaatha
bi kulli syai-in 'ilmaa. Allaahumma a'uudzu bika min syarri nafsii wa min syarri kulli
daabbah. Anta aakhidzum bi naashiyatihaa inna rabbi 'alaa shiraathim mustaqiim." 7x

 TOP

Aji Asmara Bungkem Talisman

This Aji Asmara Bungkem talisman has the power to silence people, enemies or opponents in
debates and brawls. They would have trouble finding something to say and thus remain mute.
Follow these instructions :

Have at hand a piece of deer skin. Now using a quill and za'faron ink, inscribe upon the skin the
108th Thaaha verse from the Koran (see below). Before doing the inscription undergo an
ablution--have in mind that you are removing all negative energies from your system as you wash
yourself. After inscribing the verse, fold the skin as small as possible and wrap it up in a piece of
copper sheet. If you are to confront an enemy or a tyrannical person, tie the talisman to your right
arm close to your shoulder. This talisman may also cause kids to be quiet--just have them wear it as
a pendant.

The verse to be inscribed :
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Unfolding the Third-Eye & Increasing Psychic Sensitivity

There are many versions of prayers, mantras, and disciplines in Indonesian Shamanism and
Occultism for unfolding the Third Eye and increasing psychic sensitivity. Below we present a
version quite similar to the one appearing in a past Knowledge-paper.

Method :

Fast from dawn to dusk, neither eating nor drinking, for 17 days. Begin the 17-day fast on a Friday.
On the last day, extend the fast to a 24-hour period and do not sleep untill dawn the next day (on
the 18th day). During the 17-day fast, chant the verses below for their designated amount of times
after every one of the 5 obligatory prayers (muslims) of the day. Non-muslims may simply chant
the verses below during the prayer times of the muslims after offering a personal prayer of thanks
and appreciation to the Almighty :

"Bismillahirrohmannirrohim." 1x

"Astagfirullah." 100x

"Allahu-Allahu-Allahu." 100x

"Laa haula walaa quwwata illa billaahi." 100x

"Yaa Raajinaa Yaa Rahmaanu Yaa Rahiim." 100x

Whenever you need to activate your Third-Eye chant the verses above for a single time.

 TOP

How to Conjure the Angel 'Anyail

To conjure the Angel 'Anyail do the following :

Prepare a dark, quiet room for this magickal operation. Conduct your daily obligatory prayers
(Muslim) in this room. After each of the 5 daily prayers, recite the chant below for 1106x.

"Ya Zhaahiru." 1106x



Conclude the chanting with the prayer below :

"Ya Zhaahiru innakalladzii azhhartazh zhawaahiri wa a'allamtal bawaathina wa anta a'lanu
minhaa basathtal maujuudaati wata'allimul maknuunaati wajama'tal kaainaati laa khafaa-a
sirrakal mashuuna as aluka biyadii'i fithratika walawaami'i ra'fatika warahmatika antaj'alanii
zhaahiran fii kulli amrin waj'allii min amrikal baaligha amran wa ayyadnii biqudratika wa
abrizlii min 'usrii yusran innaka rauufun rahiim." 1x

This operation should be repeated for consecutive days until the Angel 'Ahyail appears (after
several months). Let the angel know what you desire.

The operation should begin with ablutions, and clean clothings should be worn; thoughts and
intention should be pure. Only food that which is permitted by the Islamic dietary laws should be
eaten.

 TOP

How to Conjure the Angel Qahthayail

To conjure the Angel Qahthayail do the following :

Prepare a dark, quiet room for this magickal operation. Conduct your daily obligatory prayers
(Muslim) in this room. After each of the 5 daily prayers, recite the chant below for 148x.

"Ya Muhshiiu." 148x

Conclude the chanting with the prayer below :

"Yaa Muhshiiu antalladzii ahshaita anfaasal khalaaiqi wa antalladzii qala'ta min auliyaaika
subulal 'alaaiqi. Wa antalladzii ahlul ma'rifati ilannuuril azhiimilladzii huwa fauqani'matil
ahdaaqi wa anta aushaltal haafizha lijamii'il makhluuqaatilladzii tuhshii a'maalahum wa
aajaalahum wa anfaasahum fii jamii'il auqaati hattaa laa yaghiiba amrun zaaighu walaa
yadhii'u 'inda sa'yi saa'in. As alukallaahumma yaa dzal fadhlil 'azhiimi antarzuqanil ihshaa-a
wahifzha haqaaiqil asmaai walwushuula ilaa sirrihaa." 1x

This operation should be repeated for consecutive days until the Angel Qahthayail appears (after
several months). Let the angel know what you desire.

The operation should begin with ablutions, and clean clothings should be worn; thoughts and
intention should be pure. Only food that which is permitted by the Islamic dietary laws should be
eaten.

 TOP

How to Conjure the Angel Tharfayail



To conjure the Angel Tharfayail do the following :

Prepare a dark, quiet room for this magickal operation. Conduct your daily obligatory prayers
(Muslim) in this room. After each of the 5 daily prayers, recite the chant below for 298x.

"Ya Rahmaanu." 298x

Conclude the chanting with the prayer below :

"Bismillahirrohmannirrohim. Ilaahii rahmatuka wasi'at kulla syai-in laailaaha illaa anta yaa
arhamarraahimiin. Qaddartal asyyaa-a wahkamtahaa bihikmatika warahimtal 'ibaada
birahmatil 'umuumi warahmatil khushuushi subhaanaka antarrahmaanurrahiim. Ihaathata sirri
imdaadiyyati mamlakatika ihaathatan abadiyyatan ahadiyyatan as aluka wa atawassalu ilaika
bi asmaaikal husnaa antahdiyanii haqaaiqal asyyaai wa an tuwaffiqanii lihifzhihaa wa
antalhannaanul mannaanur rahmaanu 'alainaa fil azali wal abadi bilkasyfi 'an sirrin nafsi
waljismi wahaqiiqatuhaa yaa allah yaa allah yaa allah yaa maaliki yaumiddiin. Sakhkhirlii
khaadima haadzal ismisysyariifi wamuddahuu biraqiiqatin min raqaaiqika li ahzhaa bihaa
baina abnaai jinsii Yaa Allah Yaa Rahmaanu." 1x

This operation should be repeated for consecutive days until the Angel Tharfayail appears (after
several months). Let the angel know what you desire.

The operation should begin with ablutions, and clean clothings should be worn; thoughts and
intention should be pure. Only food that which is permitted by the Islamic dietary laws should be
eaten.
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Spell for Banishing Mosquitoes

To get rid of mosquitoes bothering you as you are trying to get some sleep, do the rite below.

Chant the following verses over a glass of water for their designated amount of times :

"Wa maa lanaa allaa natawakkala 'alallaahi wa qad hadaanaa subulanaa, wa lanashbiranna
'alaa maa aadzaitumuunaa, wa 'alallaai fal-yatawakkalil-mutawakkiluun." 7x

"In kuntum mu'minien fa kuffuu syarrakum 'annaa." 1x

Now blow upon the water in the glass. Visualize energy as flowing with your breath in the form of
a brilliant white light and as impregnating the water. Then sprinkle the water all around the room. If
it pleases God, the mosquitoes would flee your room.
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Prayer for Disarming Jinns and their Magick

To save yourself from malicious jinns recite regularly the prayer below. If you wish to be safe from
the constant threat of their magick chant the prayer verse daily after the morning and evening
prayers :

"Wa annaa zhanannaa allan-nu'jizallaaha fil ardhi wa lan-nu'jizahuu harabaa."
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Talismanic Pest-Remover

To get rid of pests in a garden, orchard, farm, etc, inscribe upon a fragment of a roof-tile the
magickal figure below :

After having inscribed the figure, bury the tile-fragment in the ground in the area to be protected.
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How to Magickally Free Oneself from Being Bound

If you ever find yourself tied-up, to free yourself chant the Al-Fatihah verse below 121x :

"Bismillaahirrohmaanirrohiim.
"Al-hamdulillahi rabbil 'aalamiin, ar-rahmaani ar-rahiim
"Maaliki yaumid diin, Iyyaka na'budu wa iyyaaka nasta 'iin.
"Ihdinash Shiraathal Mustaqiim.
"Shiraathal Ladziina an'amta alaihim.
"Ghairil Maghduubi Alaihim Walaadh Dhaaliin. Amin." 121x

When you have finished chanting, spit 10x upon the ropes or whatever binds you. You would be
free instantly.
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Invisibility

There are many versions of spells, mantras, and talismans that confers the power of invisibility. The
one below makes use of an unusual method for gaining this power.  If you wish to be invisible to
others do the following :

Fast from dawn to dusk (neither eating nor drinking) for 3 days. During the fasting days, chant the
prayer below mentally while holding your breath 3 times after every one of the 5 obligatory prayers
(muslim) of the day :

"Laa tudrikuhul-abshaar, wa huwa yudrikul-abshaar, wa huwal-lathieful-khabier." 3x

At midnight for the 3 consecutive days of fasting, submerge yourself in a body of water (be it a
pool, river, ocean, etc.) while mentally chanting the verse above for 3x. Now, whenever you wish to
be invisible, chant the verse for 3x while holding your breath.
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No Driver's-License Prayer

If you are unable to show your driver's license to a police officer after being asked to pull over, then
chant mentally the prayer below 3x while holding your breath :

"Wa lau syaa-allaahu ladzahaba bi sam-'ihim wa abshaarihim." 3x

You will find that the police officer would simply give you a warning instead of giving you a fine.
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Prayer for Rain

If your community is suffering from drought and you desire for rain to fall, then do the following :

Muslims : Do 2 rakaats of shalat sunat prayer, then chant the Divine Names below for as many
times as possible. While chanting, visualize the whole area as raining.

Non-muslims : Pray to the almighty for his blessings manifested as rain. Then chant the Divine
Names below for as many times as possible. While chanting, visualize the whole area as raining.

Prayer to be chanted :

"Yaa Hakiimu Yaa 'Aliimu Yaa 'Aliyyu Yaa 'Azhiimu."
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Prayer for Taming Snakes

There are many prayers and mantras for taming snakes or avoiding meeting them altogether. This
prayer-version tames snakes as you meet them in the wilds. No matter how vicious they are, they
would become docile and leave you alone--all the result of the power of the prayer below.

When you meet snakes in the wild, chant the prayer continuously until they leave you :

"Yaa Lathiifu Yaa Lathiifu Yaa Lathiifu Yaa Lathiifu, ulthuf bii biluthfikal khofiyyi. Yaa
lathiifu bil qudratil latii istawayta bihaa 'alal arsyi falam ya'lam al arsyu aina mustaqarruka
minhu illaa kafaitanii maa ahammanii."
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Badiwiyyah Sholawat-Prayer

The prayer below when carried out according to instructions, manifests in a tranquil, spiritual, and a
balanced state of mind. All who look upon the practitioner would feel attracted and sympathetic. As
a result of continuous and regular chanting of the Badiwiyyah Sholawat prayer, the practitioner
would advance in his spiritual status and acquire lots of blessings. Whosoever chants the prayer for
100x each day for 40 consecutive days, the person would be safe from psychic attacks and black
magick--help and assistance would always be given by the Almighty.

"Bismillahirrohmannirrohim. Allaahuma shalli wasallim wa baarik 'alaa sayyidinaa
wamaulaanaa muhammadi syajaratil ashlin nuuraaniyyati wa lam-'atil qabdhatir
rahmaaniyyati wa afdhalil khaliiqatil insaaniyyati wa asyrafish shuuratil jismaaniyyati wa
ma'danil asraarir rabbaaniyyati wa khazaainil 'uluumil ishthifaaiyyati shaahibil qabdhatil
ashliyyati wal bahjatis saniyyati war rutbati 'aliyyati manindarajatil nabiyyuuna tahta liwaaihii
fahum minhu wa ilaihi. Washahbihii 'adada maa khalaqta warazaqta wa amatta waahyaita ilaa
yaumi tab-'atsu man afnaita wasallim tasliiman kastiiraa. Walhamdu lillaahi rabbil
'aalamiina."
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Chant for Radiant Beauty

To acquire a radiant contenance that enchants all who lay their eyes upon you, chant the prayer
below 7x. Do this daily.

"Sa-altuka bil ismil mu'azh zhami qadrati bi ajin ahwajin jalla jalayut jalhalut." 7x



TOP

Asma' Jaljalut

The Asma' Jaljalut prayer below has the following benefits :

1) It helps one to have success in one's endeavours.
2) It builds-up courage in one and awakens inner strength.

How to chant :

For the first benefit above, chant the prayer 1000x each day. For the second benefit, chant the
prayer daily for 1,313x. With patience, perseverance and sincerity, you will definitely reap a host of
positive effects.

The Asma' Jaljalut prayer :

'Sa-altuka bil ismil mu'azh zhami qadrati bi ajin ahwajin jalla jalayuut jaljalut." 1000x/1313x
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Asma' Halhalat

The Asma' Halhalat prayer below has the following benefits :

1) It helps one's business to prosper and attracts luck from all points of the compass.
2) The power of the prayer causes one to acquire joy and happiness.
3) All who lay their eyes upon the practitioner would feel an attraction--even enemies would in the
end become friendly and cooperative.

How to chant :

For the first benefit, chant the prayer 10x daily in the morning and 10x in the evening. For the
second and third benefit, chant the Asma' Halhalat prayer 72x after the morning prayers. If it
pleases God, your desires shall be fulfilled.

The Asma' Halhalat prayer :

"Fakun yaa ilaahii kaasyifudh dhurri wal balaai jalla hammin bihalhalat." 10x/72x

TOP

Pronunciation Guide to the Mantras/Prayers/Chants



A = Ah as in father

C = Ch as in choose

E = a as in pay

G = Gh as in grape

I = ee as in tree

U = oo as in tool

Letters not mentioned are pronounced as in the English language.

For magickal product, amulets, talismans, and other items, please visit :

Bezoarstones Home Page: http://www.bezoarstones.com/
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